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Apathetic
Gap-toothed and barren,
this creature would spread her legs
and offer up religion
to anyone paying tithe.

This creature could be found
on any intersection
injecting tar and ingesting fire,
stripped of her imagination
and of her humanness,
ever searching for the means
to reach beyond
her suggested dimensions.

Born into concrete captivity and
raised in smog and oppression will
inspire flight from any creature.
She was no exception.

When an eighteen-wheeled chariot
with a driver
adorned in salty cottons and
fossil-fueled denim presented himself,
he was given gifts
from the creature,
which he carried with
his jewels and his faith.

The creature was then filled with
liquefied hallucinations and
sticky, starving children,
all in exchange for a
highway escape
from a never-sleeping city
made of meat and memories.
                 
After falling to her knees
in thanks
for her arrival in a new world,
she threw her open palms
to the ground and
heaved through the heavens,

emptying her body
of temporary fulfillments.

Bile, earth, and
a packaged, granular friend
were then displayed in front of the creature.
She overlooked the past and the present
and chose to take in
the drowning parcel of friendship.

With a snort she deemed
her friend unexceptional, 
proceeded to produce a
flame from her fingertips and,
like a good host,
welcomed her guest to stay
until she could see light again.

When an authority with badge and moustache
lifted the creature from the side of the road,
she willingly followed for
she misheard an offer of a “rest.”

She traveled light-years
in flashes of red and blue,
only to come to a screeching halt
on some chunk of rock
after hearing
squeals of pleasure
emitted from the mouth of a pig.

After rising from the rock,
she realized
everything that she will do
has happened again and again forever.

After rising from the rock,
she kicked her rubber sole
to the ground and
flew over the highway.

She traveled light-years
in flashes of broken headlights,
only to come to a screeching halt
on some chunk of rock
after hearing
squeals of silence
emitted from the mouth of a god.


